
A i . Book on Operations with the Astrolabe (Kitab fT "amal bi'l-asiurlab) - Cairo (mlqat 639/8, 928), London 
(Sup. 22672). 

A2. [ZTj] - Paris (Heb. 1102/1 - partial transcription by Hebrew characters). Transcription by Arabic characters 
and research; Castells and Samsd [ l j . 

326. IBN AL- 'AJIM 

Ibn al-'AjTm (d. 1039), physician and astrologer, knew the science of the ancients well; worked in Iran and Iraq . 
See: MAA (91), MAMS (II 240), TH [1] (440). 

327. MUHAMMAD IBN AL-HAYTHAM 

Abu "AIT Muhammad ibn al-Hasan ibn al-Haytham al-Basri (10-11th a ) , born in Basra, Iraq, worked in Baghdad; 
philosopher, physician, mathematician and astronomer. He is often confused with Hasan ibn al-Haytham al-
Basn ai-Misr! (No 328). 

See: UA (91-97); Heinen [4], Rashcd [26], |49J (ENWC (405)), Nebbia [!], Sabra [9], Wiedemann [87]. 
HSI. (Autobiography written in January-February 1027] - Lahore (Nabi Khan), published by Heinen [4] (254-

272), the same text according to another manuscript was included in the work (No 601, HSI) of Ibn AbT 
Usaybi"a: UA (91-96). This autobiography contains two lists of his works: 25 in "mathematical sciences" and 
45 in "natural and divine sciences" (logic, medicine, physics, metaphysics). German and Italian translations 
from UA: Wiedemann [87] (125-137), Nebbia [I] (182-195). 

HS2. [List of his works composed in June-July I02S], supplement to HSI , the same manuscripts as for HSI, see 
Heinen [4] (267-272) and UA (96-97). German and Italian translations from UA: Wiedemann [87] (137-139), 
Nebbia [ I ] (195-197). 

HSI lists following mathematical works of Muhammad ibn al-Haytham: 
M l . Commentary on "Elements" of Euclid on Geometry and Numbers (Sharh al-Usul li-Uqftdis fi'l-handasa 

waVadad) . 
M2, Book of Collection of Geometric and Numerical Elements of Both works of Euclid and Apollonius (Kitab 

jumi'at IThi al-usul al-handasiyya waVadadiyya min kitabay UqlTdis wa Abulunyus). 
M3. Universal Book on Elements of Arithmetic (ai-Kitab al-jami' 17 usul al-hisab). 
M4. Book on Analysis of Geometric Problems (Kitab IT tahlil al-masa'il al-handasiyya). 
M5. Book on Analysis of Numerical Problems by Algebra and Almucabala with Proofs (Kitab lT tahlTl al-masa'il 

al-'adadiyya bt-jihal al-jabr wa'1-muqabala mubarhanan). 
M6. Book on Measurement in the Form of "Elements" (Kitab iT'l-misalurala jihat al-Usul). 
M7. Concise Exposition of Books of Apollonius on Conic Sections (Talkhls maqalat Abulunyus IT qutu' al~ 

malchrutat). 
M8. Book on Hindu Reckoning (Maqala fi'l-hisab al-hindT). 
M9. Bonk on Introduction to Geometric Topics (Kitab al-Madkhal ila al-umur al-handasiyya). 
M 10. Book of Completion of the Proof that Hyperbola and Two Lines which always Approach but do not Meet 

(Maqala IT intizff al-burhan *ala anna al-qaf al-zii'id wa'I-khallan alladhan la yallaqiyanihi yaqtariban abadan 
vva la yaltaqiyan). 

M I L Answers to Seven Mathematical Questions Proposed to him in Baghdad (Ajwiba <"an> sab~at masa'il 
];f limiyya su'ila <'anha> bi-Baghdad). 

M 12. Bonk on Geometric Analysis and Synthesis in (he Form of Examples for Pupils (Kitab (T'l-tahiTl wa'LlarkTb 
al-handasiyyayn 'alajihat al-lamlhTl li'l-muta'allimTn). 

MI3. Book on Principles of Irrational Numerical Problems and their Analysis (Maqala IT usul al-masa'il al-
'adadiyya al-samma' wa tahlTliha). This book was probably devoted to the problems of generalization of notion 
of number 

MM. Treatise on the Resolution of Doubts in respeci to Euclid's Fifth Book from his book on (he Elements of 
Mathematics (Maqala IT hail al-shukuk ~ala UqlTdis fT'l-maqala al-khamisa min kitabihi fi'-l-usul al-riyadiyya). 

M 15. Treatise on Proof of the Proposition Premised by Archimedes in His Division of Angle on Three [Equal] 
Parts but no! Proved (Risiila fT'Lburhan < ala> al-shakl alladhT qaddamahu Arshimidis IT qismaiihT ak/awiya 
thalaihaia aqsani wa lam yabarhin 'aiayhT). 
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Al . Commentary on "Almagest" and its Concise Explanation (Sharh al-Majisu wa talkhisuhu) - Istanbul (TK 
3329/2). Description of the manuscript in 123 folios: Sabra [8, 40) (1007-1U0S, 33), The manuscript contains 
244 pages. 

HSl lists other astronomical works: one geographical and one mechanical work of Muhammad ibn al-Haythiim. 
A2. Book on Determining the Azimuth of Qibla in the whole Inhabited [Hart of the Earth] by Applied Tables 

(Maqala IT istikhraj samt al-Qibla 17 jam? al-maskuna hi-jadawil wudi'al laha). 
A3. Message to Some Captains Prompting litem to make Astronomical Observations (Risala da ba'd al-ru'asa' 

lT'1-halhth ~ala 'amal al-rasad al-nujumiyya). 
A4. Book on Shadow Instrument (Kitab fialal al-zill) - revision of ihe work (No 174, A2) of Ibn St nan. 
G l . Book on Determining (he Distance between Two Cities by Geometric Operations (Maqala IT istikhraj ma 

bayna'l-baladayn fi'l-bu'd bi-jihat al-umur al-handasiyya). 
Mel . Book on Building Foundation Pits and Edifices (Maqala f\ ijarat al-bulTir wa'1-abniya). 
Me2. Abdrigemcnt of the Book by Mcnelaus on the Knowledge of Quantities of Different Substances (Talkhls 

maqiilat Manalawus IT la'arruf al-jawahir al-mukhtalifa)-Lahorc (Nabi Khan). Description of the manuscript: 
Sabra [40] (13-14). Treatise on finding weights of an alloy in the air and water. 

E-IS2 lists the following works of physics and one meteorological work by Muhammad ibn al-Haylham: 
Phi . Book on Optic according to the Method of Ptolemy (Maqala fj'1-manazir "ata lanq Ballamyus), 
Ph2. Book of Concise Exposilion of the Science of Optics according to the Books of Euclid and Ptolemy (Kitab 

khullasa fihi "ilm al-manazir min kitabay UqtTdis wa Ballamyus). In Phl-Ph2 ihe author, like Euclid and 
Ptolemy but unlike al-Hasan ibn al~Haytham (No 328), believed that sight is realized by "optical rays" issuing 
'from the eyes. Thus in a way, the lost Book I of Ptolemy titled "Optics" was restored in Ph2. 

Ph3. Book on Indivisible Particle (Maqala fT'I-juz" alladbl la yalajazza'). 
Mi l . Reasoning on Celestial Bodies which are Formed in the Air (Qawl ft'l-kawakib af-haditha l?l-jaww). 

328. AL-HASAN IBN AL-HAVTHAM 

Abu "AIT al-Hasan rim al-Hasan ibn al-Haylham al-Basn al-Misn (965-1041) was born in Basra, Iraq. He was a 
great mathematician, astronomer, physicist, and the founder of experimental science. He supported the results 
of his experiments with strong proofs. He studied and wrote his book M2 in Iraq, where he envisaged the 
construction of a high dam on the river Nile near Aswan to regulate ils waters. When Caliph al-Hakim (996-
1021) heard about this book (M2), he invited Ibn al-Haytham to Egypt, where firsthand observation convinced 
al-Haytham that such a construction was impossible and he simulated madness and was put under house arrest 
until ai-Hakim's death. Only after 1021, under the following Fatimid caliphs al-Zahir (1021-1036) and ai-
Mustansir (1036-1094) that he was able to pursue his scientific activies and teach. In medieval Europe he was 
known as "Alhazcn" (Latin form of "al-Hasan"). 

See: GAL (I 617-619), GAL2 (I 851-854), GAS (V 358-374, VI 251-261, 294, VII 28S, 411-432), HD (340), 
HD 2 (223), HMA (1512-525), IHS (I 721-723), KZ (I 382, II 180, III 38, 150, VI 170), MA (93-92, 114-118, 
.128-130, 173-174), MAA (91-95), MAA2 (169-170), MAMS (II 240-255, III 366), PI (II 243-250), SSM (47). 
STMI (278, 388-389, 469), TH (165-168), UA (IT 90-98); Adnan~[9] (IA), Ahmad Khan [I] , Ansari [6], Baldi 
[1] (461-467), al-BayhaqT [1] (155-156), [5] (60-61), dc Boer [3] (133-137), Chaudhri [I] , Chawushi [5], al-
Dabbagh [7], al-Damardash [5J, Federici Vescovini [2], Ghali [1], Ghani [1], de Gocjc [2], Heinen [3], 
Hermelink [7] (GWG), Hijab [1-2], Hogendijk [8] (52-63), Kapp [1] (173-77), Krafft [5] (GWG), Z. al-Kutubi 
[11, Lorch [14] (LM), Meyerhof [1] (27-51), Mieli [2] (105-107), Musharrafa [2], Namus [1], Narducci [I], 
Nasir [1], Nazif [2, 4-6], Nazif and Ghalioungui [I], Nebbia [ I ] , [2] (ScT), Omar [1, 3], Pines [15], Rashed 
[19, 36-37], [49] (ENEC), Rosenfeld [15, 39, 24, 27, ], Sabra [8, 40] (DSB), [15] (GAC), L. Sa'di [2-3], Said 
[1-2], Sarton [2], Saud [1-2, 4] , Schnaase [2], Schramm [2, 4], Stiegler [ I ] , Suler [39] (EI), Tuqan [1] (294-
309), Ueberweg [1] (324-325), Ulken [4] (197-200), Vcrnct [13] (EI2), Wiedemann [87, 126], Winter [5]. 
Woepcke in the book: Khayyam [1] (73-77). 

Memorial collection and collection of papers: "Ibn al-Haytham". [1-5] 
HSl . [List of Works of al-Hasan ibn al-Haytham for the end of 429 h. ] in revision of Ibn AbT Usaybi'a (No 601) 

- U A (197-98). German and Italian translations: Wiedemann [91] (139-143) and Nebbia [I] (197-200). List of 
92 works of al-Hasan ibn al-Haytham for October 1038. 

HS2. List of Books of al-Hasan ibn al-Hasan ibn al-Haytham for the end [of year 428] Fihrist kutub al-Hasan ibn 
al-Hasan ibn al-Haytham ila akbir fsana 428] - Lahore (Nabkhan) - the list is interrupted on the 63"' liile. 
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Publication of the Lahore manuscript: Heinen [4] (73-77). List of more than 75 works of al-Hasan ibn al-
Haytham for 1037. 

HS3. List of Works of al-Hasan ibn al-Hasan ibn al-Haytham for the year 427 (Fihrist tasamf al-Hasan ibn al-
Hasan ibn al-Haytham bi-sana 427) - St. Petersburg (Nat. ANS 600/5). List of 75 works of al-Hasan ibn al-
Haytham for the year 1036. Description: Rosenfeld [26, 31], List of more than 60 works of al-Hasan ibn al-
Haytham for the year 1036. 

ML Book on Resolution of Doubls in Euclid's work "Elements" and Explanation of its Meaning (Kitab fl hall 
shukuk kitab Uqlidis fi'1-usul wa sharh ma'anlh) - Alexandria (hisab 42), Berlin (5921 - incomplete), Bursa 
(Haracctoglu. 1172/2), Cairo (riyada S91 - incomplete, KhalTl riyada 1), Hyderabad (riyada 327), Istanbul (SM 
Fatih 3439/2; Univ. 800), Leiden (516 - incomplete), Peshawar (323, 4718), Kazan (103), Tehran (Malik 
3433), this book is not mentioned in all three HI-3, it was written after October 1038. Edition of the Istanbul 
manuscript SM Fatih 2439/2: Ibn al-Haytham [15]. French translation of chapter on parallel lines: Jaouiche [4] 
(177-184). Research of chapter on parallel lines: Jaouiche [4] 65-74), Rosenfeld [8]. Research of other 
chapters: Quliyeva [1-3] (fundamental notions of geometry, composed ratios). General research: Mursi [1], In 
the chapter of parallel lines, the first in the history of mathemutics, proof of the Euclid's postulate (V) without 
the logical error "petitio principii", based on the more evident postulate "it is impossible to draw on a plane 
through a point two lines which do not meet the given line" (the Playfer axiom). 

M2. Commentary on Introductions of Euclid's work "Elements" (Sharh musadarat kitab Uqlidis fi'1-usul) -
Algiers (1446/1), Bursa (Haracctoglu 1172/1), Cairo (riyada703/l - a fragment), Istanbul (Millet, Feyzullah 
1359/2; TK 3454/2 - V and VI books), Oxford (I 908/1), Princeton (Yehuda 1039), Kazan (104),-Rampur 
3657), Tehran (34/8 - incomplete), Tunis (Ahmad. 5482/1), is mentioned in HS3 and HS2 and not mentioned 
in HS3; was written in 1036-1038. Edition with English translation by Huper Sude: Ibn al-Haytham [11]. 
French translation of the chapter on parallel lines: Jaouiche [4] (161-175). Russian translation of this chapter 
according to Oxford and Kazan manuscripts: Rosenfeld [8] (743-762), Russian translation of the introduction 
to the Book X: Matviyevskaya [19] (53-64). Research of the chapter on parallel lines: Jaouiche [4] (57-65), 
Rosenfeld [8] (734-739, 777-780), [25] (57-65), [45] (59-64), [52] (262-263), Rosenfeld and Yushkevich [10] 
(459-62). Research of other chapters: Quliyeva [1-3] (fundamental notions of geometry, composed ratios), 
Matviyevskaya [4] (230-231), [19] (51-52, 62-64) (introduction toihe Book X), Plooij [I] (theory of ratios). In 
the chapter of parallel lines the proof of Euclid's postulate V contained the logical error "petitio principii", like 
in treatise (No 103, Mid) of Ibn Qurra, both these proofs are based on the existence of "simple motion" 
(parallel translation), containing the assertion equivalent to postulate V. 

M3. Treatise on the Uses and Results of Commentary on Introductions [to Euclid's "Elements"] (Risala fi'l-
lawa'id wa'1-mustanbatat min sharh al-musadarat) - Istanbul (SM Carullah 2061/14) - is not mentioned in all 
three Hl-3; that is, it was written after 1037. 

M4. Reasoning on Principles of Measurement (Qawl fi usul al-misaha) = Book of Measurement (Kitab al-
misaha) = On Measurement (Fi'1-misuha) - Istanbul (SM Fatih 3439/14), London (lnd. 734/9), St. Petersburg 
(B 2139/2; Nat. Fide. 143/2), is mentioned in all three Hl-3 and in KZ (V 150). Edition: Ibn al-Haytham [4] 
(No 7). German translation: Wiedemann [35] (17-24). English translation by Loozy: "Ibn al-Haytham" [1] 
(247-254). Urdu translation by Chaudhuri: Ibn al-Haytham [7] (75-81). 

M5. Book on Analysis and Synthesis (Maqala fi'l-talifil wa'l-tarklb) - Cairo (Taymur riyada 323/1), Dublin 
(Beatty 3652/12), Istanbul (SM Re$il 1 I9I/I), St. Petersburg (Nat ANS 600/11) is mentioned in all three Hl-3. 
Research: Jaouiche [3], Rashed [31-32]. 

M6- Reasoning on the Measurement of a Globe (Qawl IT misaliat al-kura) - Algiers (1446), AHgarh (Azad 'Abd 
al-Hayy 50, 678), Berlin (2970/13), Istanbul (Atif 1714/20), St. Petersburg (B 1030/3a), is mentioned in all 
three Hl-3. Russian translation by al-Dabbagh: Ibn al-Haytham [6]. Research by al-Dabbagh: Ibn al-Haytham 
[31. 

M7. Book that the Sphere is the largest of the Corporal Figures with Equal Surfaces and the Circle is the Largest 
of the Plane Figures with Equal Perimeters (Maqala fi anna al-kura awsa' al-ashkal al-mujassama allatT ilia 
latuha mutasawiyya wn-anna al-da'ira awsa' al-ashkal al-musattaha allatT iha taluha mutasawiyya) - Berlin 
loci. 2970/9), Istanbul (Attf 1714/18), Tehran (Tugabuni 110), is mentioned in all three Hl-3. Russian 
translation by al-Dabbagh: Ibn al-Haytliom [5]. Research: Dilgan [7]. Solution of plane and solid isoperimetric 
problems. 

M8. Exhaustive Book of Crescent-formed Figures (Maqala mustaqsat fi'1-ashkul al-hilaliyya) - Berlin (oct. 
2970/3, Istanbul (Atif 1714/17; SM Fatih 3439 - a fragment), London (lnd. 734/12), St. Petersburg (B 1030/3), 
is mentioned in all three Hl-3. Research: "Abd al-Latif[l]. In the calculation of the areas of plane figures 
bounded by arcs of circles, in particular, the following theorem is proved: if on the two sides AB and BC of a 
rectangular triangle ABC and on its hypoihenuse AC three semicircles are built as on diameters and the third 
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ccmicircie cuts from first two semicircles, two crescent-formed figures AEBH and BFCG, then the sum of 
areas of these figures is equal to the area of triangle ABC (if AB=BC these crescent-formed figures are 
Hippocrates' figures). 

M9. Concise Book of Crescent-formed Figures (Maqala mukhtasara fi'I-ashkal al-hilaliyya) - Aligarh (Azad 
"Abd al-Hayy 678/55), St. Petersburg (B 1030/11), is mentioned in all three HI-3. Abrigemeni of M8. 

M10. Treatise on Quadrature of a Circle (Risala IT larbV al-da'ira) - Book on Possibility of Quadrature of a 
Circle (Kitab 17 imkantarb? al-da'ira) - Aligarh (Azad 'Abd al-Hayy 51, 678). Berlin (5941. fol. 258, quart. 
559), Cairo (falak 3626/21, Taymur riyada 140/5), Calcutta (177, Buhar 343/3), Hyderabad (jadid 4196. 
riyada327), Istanbul (SM AS 4832 11/21, Besir 440/1 la, Carullah 1502/15), Manchester (38!). Mashhad (108, 
5395/1), Munich (350), Patna (2928-2929, 3692), Rampur (I 418), Rome (Vat. 320), Tehran (181/3, 205/3, 
2998-incomplete; Malik 3 179, Mu" tamid 120/17; Sipahsalar 559; Univ. 1063, 1066), is mentioned in all three 
HI-3. Edition of the Berlin and Roman manuscripts and German translation and research: Suter [5]. Proof of 
the same theorem on crescent-formed figures as in MS, and the assertion that for each circle there is an equal 
square. 

Ml 1. On Division of two DilTcrenl Magnitudes one by the other Mentioned in the First Proposition of the Tenth 
book of the Euclid's Work (FT qismal al-miqdarayn al-mukhtalifayn al-madhkurayn ll'1-shakl al-awwal min al-
maqala al~"ashira min kiiab Uqlldis) - St. Petersburg (B 1030/4), is mentioned in all three HI-3. Generalization 
of the fundamental lemma of the method of exhaustion, proposition XI of "Elements": if A > B for sufficient 

A A A . A 
great n A- _ - _ ■ - . — < B . 

2 2
2 2" 

Ml2. On the Proposition of Banu Musu (FT sliakl Buiiu Musa) - Aligarh (Azad 'Abd al-Hayy 1/2), CViiiu 
(riyada690/I), Istanbul (AM 3025; Atif 1714/16), London (975/2, Sup. 14332/2; Ind. 734/8), is mentioned in 
HS1 and HS2 and not mentioned in HS3. Edition: Ibn al-Haylham [4] (No 6). German Translation: 
Wiedemann ["34] (14-16). Correction of a proposition of the work of Banu Musa (No 74, MI). 

M13. Book on the Construction of a Heptagon Inscribed into a Circle (Maqala fT "amal al-musabba' fi'l-da'ira) -
Istanbul (AM 3025; Atif 1714/19), is mentioned in all three Hl-3. Edition and research: Rashed [I8J. German 
Translation: Schoy 134] (85-91). Research: Qurayshi [I]. Construction of a regular heptagon by means of the 
solution of a cubic equation. 

M14. Talk on a Premise for a Side of Heptagon (Kalam %ala muqaddima fi diP al-musabba") - Aligarh (Azad 
'Abd al-Hayy 678 - a fragment), London (Ind. 734/21), Oxford (I 913/21, 987/323), is mentioned in all three 
Hl-3. Probably, this treatise coincides with the treatise quoted in "Chords" (No 348, M4) by al-BTrunl f 12] (No 
.3, 9, 27). German translation of these fragments: Suter [43] (22-23). Russian translations of these fragments by 
Bulgakov: al-BTrum [50] (30, 38), by Krasnova and Karpova: al-BTrum [23J (95, 104). Treatise of Archimedes' 
premise for the construction of a regular heptagon. 

M15. Book on the Measurement of Parabolic Solid (Maqala IT misaliat al-mujassam al-mukafi') - London (Ind. 
734/H), Zanjan, is mentioned in all three Hl-3. Abridged German translation: Suter [23]. Research: Rashed 
[20]. Treatise in 9 propositions. Besides calculation of the volume of solid obtained by the rotation of a 
segment of parabola around diameter, in the last case the calculation is equivalent to the calculation of an 
integral/x^dx. 

M16. Treatise on Properties of Perpendiculars of the Triangle (Risala fi khawass al-muthallath min jihai al-
'amud) - Palna (2468/33), is mentioned in all three Hl-3. Edition: Ibn al-Haytham [4] (No 29). English 
translation by Shamsi: "Ibn al-Haytham" [1] (228-246). Urdu translation by Muhammad Yahya: Ibn al-
Haytham [7] (93-102). Research: Hermelink [6]. Proof that the sum of perpendiculars dropped from any point 
inside a triangle onto its sides is constant. 

M17. Book on Known [Quantities] (Maqala fi'1-maTumat) - Paris (2458/5), St. Petersburg (Nat. ANS 600/10), is 
mentioned in all three Hl-3. French translation (incomplete): L. Sedillot [1]. Research: Rashed [39]. Treatise 
contains an "Introduction" on actual and potential knowledge, on continuous and discrete quantities, and 2 
books, in 24 and 25 propositions, including theorems on various properties of circles: invariance of circles and 
straight lines under homotheties and translations, circles of Apollonius. 

MIS. Treatise on Solution of Doubts about Solids in Books of Euclid's "Elements", a Supplement to the Book of 
Hero (Risala IT istikhraj shukuk al-mujassamat min kitab UqlTdis - tati'mmat kitab lrun) - Istanbul (SM Yeni 
Cami T 217/2), is mentioned in all three Hl-3. 

M19. Book of Comments on the Compass for Drawing Great Circles (Qawl (Maqala Mashruha) IT birkar al-
dawa'ir aPizam) - Leiden (133/6), London (ind. 734/16), St. Petersburg (B 1030/10), Rampur (3666), is 
mentioned in HSL Treatise on an instrument for drawing circles of great size. German translation and 
research: Wiedemann [1 16]. 
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M20. Concise Book on the Compass for Drawing Great Circles (Maqala mukhtasara ft birkar al-Dawa'ir al-
'izarn). Book of Comments on the Compass for Drawing Great Circles (Maqala Mashruha fi birkar al-dawa'ir 
al-'izam), is mentioned in KSI and not mentioned in HS3. Concise exposition ofM19. 

M21. Reasoning on Geometric Problems (Qawl ft masa'i! handasiyya) = On a Geometric Problem (Fi mas'ala 
handasiyya) - Oxford (I 877/5 under the second title), St. Petersburg (B 1030/7 under the first title), is 
mentioned in HSland HS3. German translation: Schoy [30]. Treatise contains theorems on triangles and 
circles. 

M22. Book on the Division of a Line Used by Archimedes in the Second Book of His Work "On the Sphere and 
Cylinder" (Maqala ft qismat al-khatt alladhl isla'malahu ArshimTdis fi'1-maqala al-thaniya min kitabihT fi'l-kura 
wa'1-ustuwana) - Algiers (1446/9), Cairo (riyada 89S/27), Istanbul (Atif 1712/16; SM Besir 440/18, Carullah 
1502/13, 23, Selirn 743 1/10; TK 3453/16, 3456/38), Leiden (14/26), London (Ind. 734/18), is mentioned in 
(HS1) and (HS2) and not mentioned in HS3. Abridged French translation by Woepckc: Khayyam [1] (91-95). 
Problem: to divide segment (c) to two parts (x) and (c-x) such that, if (1) is given segment and (S) is given area, 
(S:x~ =(c-x):l). AI-Mafiam (No 82) had reduced this problem to a cubic equation, here a kinematic solution is 
given. 

M23. Reasoning on Space (Qawl fi'l-makan) - Aleppo (Basil 725), Cairo (falak 3823/1), Hyderabad (Salar hay'a 
31/4, 2196), Istanbul (SM Fatih 3439/8), London (Ind. 734/7), Tehran (2498), is mentioned in (HS1) and 
(I-IS3). Edition: Ibn al-Haytham [4] (No 5). German translation: Wiedemann [34] (1-7), English translation by 
Zaydi: "Ibn al-Haytham" [1] (224-227). Urdu translation by Zabiri Nadwi: Ibn al-Haytham [7] (83-92). 
Philosophical treatise on the definition of empty space. 

M24. Reasoning Known as Rarities in Arithmetic of Deals (al-Qawl al-ma"ruf bi'I-gharib ft hisab al-mu'amalat) -
Berlin (oct. 2970/17), Istanbul (Atif 1714/13; Millet, Feyzullah 1265/1), is not mentioned in all three (H1-H3). 
Description of the manuscripts: GAS (VII412). Edition, German translation and research: Rebstock [2]. 

M25. Book of Deals in Arithmetic (Kitab al-mu'amalat fi'l-hisab) - Istanbul (Millet, Feyzullah 1365/2), is 
mentioned in (HS1) and (HS3). Description of the manuscript: GAS (VII411). 

M26. On Corporal Numerical Problem (FT mas'ala "adadiyya mujassama) - London (Ind. 734/17), is mentioned 
in HSland HS3. French translation and research: Sesiano [1]. Problem of division of a number to two parts one 
of which is equal to the cube of the other part. The problem is reduced to the cobic equation (x^ +x=a) which 
is solved by means of intersection of two conic sections. 

M27. Reasoning on the Solution of a Numerical Problem (Qawl fi istikhraj mas'ala "adadiyya) - London (Ind. 
734/20), Tehran (Malik 3086/5), is mentioned in HS1 and HS2 and not mentioned in HS3. 

German translation: Wiedemann [34] (11-13). French translation and research: Rashed [19]. Research: 
Wiedemann [16], Determination of a number which is multiple to 7 and at division by 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 gives 
the rest I. In the course of this study Ibn al-Haytham gives a criterion for determining prime numbers, or the 
sn-callecl Wilson theorem: for n>l following conditions are equivalent: 1) n is prime, 2) (n-1)! = -1 (mod n). 
(n-l)! =-I (mod n). 

M28. Book on Problems of Combination from Rarities of Arithmetic (Maqala ft masa'il al-talaqT min mulah al-
hisab) - St. Petersburg (B 1030/6), is mentioned in (HS1) and nut mentioned in( HS3). German translation and 
research: Wiedemann [78]. Solution of indefinite linear equations. 

M29. Reasoning on Determining the Edge of a Cube from a Cubic Number (Qawl ft istikhraj clip al-muka"ab 
min n!-"adad muka'ab) - St. Petersburg (Nat. ANS 600/14) - is mentioned in all three HI-3. Critique of the 
method of extraction of a cubic root from integers by "Indian arithmetic", that is by the method described by 
al-Jili in (No 30S, Ml) and by al-Nasawi in (No 341, M3) coinciding with the Ruffini-Horner method of 
solution of cubic equations, and proposition of the method of extraction of a cubic root by "arithmetic of 
deals". In the first method the approximate value (aj) of the cubic root from( n=a3 + r), where(a^) is the 

maximal cube < n, is a + r / (3a2 + 3a+l), in the second method it is a2 = a + r/3a2 . The method of "arithmetic 
of deals" is more exact. Russian translation: Ahmedov |!0] (113-116). Research: A. Ahmedov [10] (113, 116-
117). 

M30. Reasoning 6n the Determination of Heights of Vertical Objects (Qawl fi istikhraj a'midat al-jibal) = On 
Knowledge of Heights of Vertical Objects (Fi maVifat irlifa* al-ashkhas af-qa'ima) - Cairo (riyada 89S/S), 
Leiden (14/8), New York (Columb. Smith 45/12), Oxford (I 877/10), Tehran (2773/2; Malik'3433), is 
mentioned in PIS! and HS3. German translation: Suter[17] (27-28). 

M3L Book of Completion of "Conic Sections" (Kitab Maqala fil-tamam al-Makhrutat) - Manisa (1706), is nm 
mentioned in all three Hl-3. Edition by N. Terzioglu: Ibn al-Haytham |I0]. Edition with English translation: 
Hogendijk | 8 | (133-310). Research: Abdukabirov [1], Hogendijk [8] (311-382), Rashed [27]. An attempt of 
reconstruction of the lost Book VIII of Apollonius' "Conic Sections". 
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M32. Book on the Resolution of Doubts in the Twelfth Book of Euclid's work (Maqala fi hall shukuk fi'1-maqala 
thaniya 'ashara min kitab UqlTdis) - St. Petersburg (Nat. ANS 600/6), is mentioned in all three Hl-3. Treatise 
is a part of Ml. 

M33. Book of Properties of Circles (Maqala fi khawass al-dawa'ir) - St. Petersburg (Nat. ANS/13), is mentioned 
inHSl andHS3. 

M34. Book on the Undivisiblc Particle (Maqala fi'l-Juz' alladhT la yatajazza') - Aleppo (Basil 726). Treatise on 
atoms of the space. 

M35. Book of Defect of [Calculation ofj a Root, Its Multiplication, and Its Shift (Maqala 17 'illat al-jidhr wa 
itTafihi wa naqlihT) - Book on Defects of Indian Arithmetic (Maqala ft "llal al-hisab al-hindt). Aligarh (Azad 
*Abd al-Hayy 678). Under the first title, which is mentioned also in TH, the second title is mentioned in HS1. 
In the treatise M29 on extraction of a cubic root the method of this extraction in the books (No 30S, Ml) ofal-
JTIT or (No 341, M3) of al-NasawT on "Indian Arithmetic" is critized, Probably the critique of "Indian 
arithmetic" in this treatise is analogous. 

HSI-3 list the following mathematical works of Ibn al-Haytham whose manuscripts are not found: 
M36. Book on the Resolution of Doubts in the First Work in Euclid's Book (Maqala fi hall shukuk al-rmiqala ula 

min kitab UqlTdis). The treatise is a part of M1. The chapter on parallel lines is quoted in the treatise (No 606, 
MI5) of al-TtisT [16] (486-489), is mentioned in (HSI and HS3). 

M37. Book on Compass for [Conic] sections (Kitab fi birkar al-qutiT), is quoted also in the work (Ph6) by Ibn al-
Haytham [4] (No 3, II), is mentioned in all three (H1-H3). This compass, apparently, coincides with perfect 
compass of al-KuhT (see No 277, M8). 

M38. [Book on the Determination of Four Lines between Two Known Lines] is mentioned also in the algebraic 
treatise (No 420, M2) by Khayyam [25] (106), is mentioned in all three Hl-3. 

M39. Book on Properties of Parabola (Maqala 17 khawass al-qaf al-mukafi'), is mentioned in all three Hl-3. 
M40. Book on Properties of Hyperbola (Maqala 17 khawass al-qaj" al-za'id), is mentioned in all three HI-3. 
■Treatises M39 and M40 are listed as separate treatises in HSI but in HS2 they are collected in the Book on 
Properties of [Conic] Sections (Maqala 17 khawass al-qutu '). 

M41. Book on Pentagon Inscribed into a Square (Maqala 17 "amal mukhammas (7 murabba'), is mentioned in all 
three Hl-3. This treatise in HS2 is called "Book of al-Kuh7" and indeed is a revision of the treatise (No 277, 
M21) of al-KuhT. 

M42. Reasoning on a Problem of Arithmetic (Qawl 17 mas'ala hisabiyya), is mentioned in all three HI-3. 
M43. Book on the Numbers of a Magic Square (Maqala fia'dad al-waiq), is mentioned in all three Hl-3. 
M44. Book on a Sphere Moving on a Plane (Maqala fi'I-kura al-mutaharrika "ala'l-sath), is mentioned in all three 

Hl-3. 
M45. Book on Calculus of Two Errors (Maqala fi'1-hisab al-khata'ayn), is also mentioned in KZ (III 143), is 

mentioned in all three Hl-3. 
M46. Reasoning on Answer for a Problem of Measurement (Qawl fi'I-jawab <*an> mas'ala fi'1-misaha). 
M47. Book on the Maximal Lines which can be Inscribed in a Segment of a Circle (Maqala IT a'zam al-khutut 

allatT taqa'u fi qaC al-da'ira), is mentioned in HSI and not mentioned in HS2 and HS3, 
M48. Reasoning on the Division of General Quadrangle (Qawl fi qismat al-munharif al-kullT), is mentioned in 

HSI and not mentioned in HS2 and HS3. 
M49. Book on the Junction of Particles. (Maqala (7 jam' al-ajza'), is mentioned in all three Hl-3. Probably this 

treatise on mathematical atomism is devoted to the problem of the minimal solid obtained by junction of atoms 
of space. 

M50. Book on Commentary on "Arithmetic" in the Form of Scholias (Maqala fi sharh al-ArithmatTqa *ala tariq 
al-ta*fiq), is mentioned in HSI and HS2 and not mentioned in HS3. 

M51. Scholia Added by Ishaq ibn Yunis al-Mutatabbib in Egypt to [Commentary] by Ibn al-Haytham on the 
Work of Diophantus on Problems of Algebra (TVlTq 'allaqahu Ishaq ibn Yunis al-Mutatabbib bi-Misr "an Ibn 
al-Haytham (7 kitab Diyufantus IT masa'il af-jabr) - is mentioned in HSI and HS2 and not mentioned in HS3. 
Super-commentary by Ibn Yunis (No 389, MI) on Ibn al-Haytham's commentary on Diophantus' "Arithmetic". 

M52. Book on Spheres and Explanation of Solids (Maqala 11'1-ukar wa sharh al-mujassamat) - is mentioned in 
HS2. 

Af. Reasoning on the Resolution of Doubts of Comprehensive Movement (Qawi d hall shukuk harakai al-iltifaf) 
- Berlin (2970/11), Istanbul (Atif 1714/15), St. Petersburg (B 1030/1), is mentioned in all three Hl-3. Edition: 
Sabra [27]. 
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A2. Book on the Movement of the Moon (Maqala fi harakat al-qamar) - Istanbul (SM Fatih 3439/13), Oxford (I 
877/3), St. Petersburg (1030/5), is mentioned in HSland HS3. 

A3. Book on the Form of the Movement of Each of the Seven Planets (Maqala ft hay'at harakat kulli vvaliid min 
al-kawakib al-sab'a) - St. Petersburg (Nat. ANS 600/12), is not mentioned in all three HI-3. af-BayhaqT 
informs that it was the last work of Ibn al-Haytham. 

A4. Reasoning on Determining the Azimuth of Qibla (Qawl fi istikhraj samt al-Qib!a) - Istanbul (SM Fatih 
5396/5), Oxford (I S77/4), St. Petersburg (B 1030/8), is mentioned in HSI and not mentioned in HS2 and HS3. 
German translation: Schoy [16]. Research: Rosenfeld [59] ("geometric trigonometry" used in this treatise). 

A5. Reasoning on'the Azimuth of Qibla by Reckoning (Qawl fi samt al-Qibla bi'I-hisab) - Berlin (oct. 2970/1), 
Cairo (falak 3823/3), Istanbul (Atif 1714/1; SM Fatih 3439/12), Tehran (3900, 3900/1, Tugabuni 110/2), is 
mentioned in HS1 and not mentioned in HS2. Edition with English translation: Dallal [4]. 

A6. Reasoning on the question of answer on Parallaxis of the Moon (Qawl fi jawab "an mas'ala fi ikhtilaf manzar 
al-qamar) - London (Ind. 734/19), St. Petersburg (B 1030/9), Tehran (Malik 3086/3), is mentioned in all three 
HI-3. 

A7. Response to the Question of whether the Milky Way is located in the air or in the Body of Heaven (Jawab 
'an su'al sa'il "an al-majarra hal hiya fi'1-hawa' aw fi jism al-sama) = Book of Refutation for those who have 
another opinion about the Milky Way (Maqala fi'l-radd "ala man khalafahu f\ ma"anihT <hawla> al-majarra) -
Edirne (Selim. 713/11), Leiden (184/10), Tehran (Univ. 15) under first title, is mentioned in all three Hl-3 
under the second title. Research: Wiedemann [90]. 

A8. Book on Determining the Altitude of the Pole with Extreme Accuracy (Maqala ft istikhraj irtifiT al-qutb "ala 
ghayat al-tahqTq) - Berlin (oct. 2970/6), Cairo (riyada 898/11), Istanbul (Atif 1714/4; SM Fatih 3439/9), 
Leiden (14/11), London (Sup 3034), New York (Columb. Smith 45/3), Oxford (I 877/6), is mentioned in 
HSland HS3. Edition and research: al-"Ayib [1]. Latin translation by Golius: Ibn al-Haytham [2]. German 
translation: Schoy [13]. 

A9. Treatise on Horary Lines (Risala fi khutut al-sa"al) - Istanbul (AM 3025, Atif 1714/7), is mentioned in HSI 
and HS3, Treatise contains the critique of the work (No 174, A2) oflbn Sman. 

A10. Book on what happens because of the Difference in Altitudes of Celestial Bodies (Maqala fi ma ya'ridu 
min al-ikhlilaf fi irtifa"at al-kawakib) - Istanbul (SM Fatih 3439/11), - is mentioned in all three Hl-3 where it 
is called: Book on Altitudes of Celestial Bodies (Maqala fi irtifa'at al-kawakib). 

Al l . Book on Horizontal Sundials (Maqala fl'1-rukhama al-ufuqiyya) - Berlin (oct. 2970/14), Istanbul (Atif 
!714/6),Tehran(Tungabuni 110/1), is mentioned in all three Hl-3. 

A12. Book on Determining the Meridian with Extreme Accuracy (Maqala fi istikhraj khatt nisf al-nahar 'ala 
ghayat al-lahqiq) - Berlin (oct, 2970/5), Istanbul (Atif 3714/3), is mentioned in all three Hl-3. Edition and 
research: Sezgin [18], 

A13. Book on Doubts about Ptolemy (Maqala fi'l-shukuk'alaBatlamyus) - Alexandria (hisab. 2057/4), Oxford (I 
877/9), is mentioned in HSI and HS3. Description of the Alexandria manuscript: Sayyid [2] (90-91). Research: 
Pines [10], Edition: Sabra and Shahabi [!]. English translation: Sabra [25]. Research: Longcrmann [3]{8-I0). 
Research: Samso [36]. 

A14. Resolution of Doubts about the Work "Almagest" which are difficult for some People of Science (Hall 
shukuk fi kitab al-MajislT yashukku fiha ba'd alii ai-'ilm) - Aligarh (Azad "Abd al-Hayy 21), Algiers (1446/1), 
Berlin (oct. 3548/1), Istanbul (BU Veliyuddin 2304; SM Fatih 3439/10 - chapter on critique of (No 187) Ibn 
Ma" elan, is mentioned in all three (H1-H3). Research: Goldstein and Sawyer [I]. 

A15. Determining the Meridian by a Shadow (FT istikhraj khatt nisf al-nahar bi-zill wahid) - Berlin (ocl. 2970/4), 
Istanbul (Atif 1714/2), Tehran (Malik 3086/4), is mentioned in all three Hl-3. Research: Kennedy [47]. 

AI6. Book on the Form of the Universe (Kitab fi hay'at al-"alam) - Kaslamonu (2298), London (Ind. 734/15), 
Princeton (Yehuda 1168), Rabat (Malik 8691), is mentioned in all three HI-3. Turkish translation by al-
Bukhari: Manisa (1705/3). Edition, English translation, and research: Langermann [3], German translation: 
Kohl [3]. Latin translation: Mifias Vallicrosa |4] (285-312). Research: Kohl [2], Mancha [I], Schramm [1] (63-
70), Stcinschneider [7]. Strohmaier [3], Wiedemann [183]. In this treatise, movements of the Sun, the Moon, 
and the planets are described according to Ptolemy's "Planetary Hypotheses" and al-Farghani's work (No 67, 
A1) as movements in massive celestial spheres. 

A17. Determining Astronomical Operations with more Accuracy (FT tashih al-a'ma! al-nujumiyya) - Oxford (1 
877/8), is mentioned in all three Hl-3. 

A 18. Book on the Essence of Traces which are seen on the Surface of the Moon (Maqala fi mahiyat al-athar 
allafi tazharu f\ wajh al-qamar) - Alexandria (Mun. 2096), Berlin (IGMN II 19), Cairo (tabT'iyyat 425, Taymur 
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78), is mentioned in all three Hl-3. Edition: Sabra [19] (166-178). German translation: Schoy [28]. Research: 
Abel [1 J, OmarUI, Sabra[19], Schoy [28]. 

AI9. Poem [with Rhyme] on the letter ~Ayn on Determining the Qibla, Time, and Ascensions (al-QasuJa al-
'ayniyya IT ma'rifal al-Qibla wa'I-awqat wa'1-lawali*) - Escorial (II 976/2), is not mentioned in all three Hl-3. 

A20. (Poem on the Entry of the Sun into Lunar Stations] - Princeton (Yehuda 1168), is not mentioned in all three 
HI-3. 

A2I. Book of Warning on Errors in [Astronomical] Observations (Maqala fi'I-tanblh *ala mawadi" al-ghala; IT 
kayfiyyatal-rasad)- Alexandria (hisab 61; Mun. 2099), is mentioned in all three Hl-3. Research: Sabra [22|. 

A22. Book on Properties of Observations (Maqala 17 kayfiyyat ai-arsad) - Alexandria (hisab 42/1, Mun. 3688), 
Dublin (Beatty 4549); is mentioned in all three Hl-3. Research: Sabra [22]. 

A23. Book on what is Visible from the Heaven is more than its half (Maqala fi anna ma yura min al-sama hmva 
akthar min nisfiha) - Alexandria (Mun. 2099) Oxford (I 913/16, Marsh 720). Research: Hcincn |2|, is 
mentioned in all three Hl-3. 

A24. Book on (he Visibility of Celestial Bodies (Maqala (7 ru'yat al-kawakib) - Tehran (Milli 799; Univ. 493). 
Edition and English translation: Sabra and Heinen [I]. Research: Sabra [37], Sabra and Hcincn (I]. 

HSI and HS3 mention his astronomical works: 
A25. Concise Book on the the Azimuth of Qibla (Maqala mukhtasara fT saml al-Qibla). 
A26. Book on the Milky Way (Maqala fi'1-majarra). 
A27. Book on Ratios of Arcs of Temporal ["Hours] to their Altitudes (Maqala fi nisab al-qisiy al-zamaniyya ii;i 

irtifTTiha). Treatise on dependence of temporal hours from the altitude of the Pole, that is, from the latitude uf 
the place of observation. 

A2S. Book on Surrounding Movement (Maqala fi harakat al-iltifaf)-
A29. Book on the Azimuth (Maqala (T'l-samt) is mentioned in all Lhrce H1 -3. 
A30. Book of Commentary on "Canon" in the Form of Scholias (Maqala IT sharh al-Qanun \ila larlq al~ta~llq), is 

mentioned in HS3. Apparently, commentary on "Canon" of Theon. 
Mel. Book on the Construction of Clepsydra (Maqala fTamal al-binkam) -Istanbul (AM 3025; Atif 1714/8; SM 

Fatili 3439/8) - is mentioned in I-IS1 and not mentioned in HS3. 
Me2. [Treatise on Building of the Tall Dam on the Nile] - is mentioned by al-Bayhaql 
Me3. Book on Centers of Gravity (Maqala fT marakiz al-athqal) - is mentioned in all three Hl-3. Is quoted in (Nn 

476, Mel) of al-Khazim. Russian translation: al-Khazim [2] (83-88). Edition: al-Khazim [1] (16-20). Russian 
translation al-Khazim [2] (26-28). 

Me4. Reasoning on Lever Balance (Qawl fi'1-qarastun) - is mentioned in HS I and not mentioned in HS3. Aleppo 
(Basil 724). 

Phi. Book on Optics (Kitab al-manazir) - Istanbul (SM AS 2448, Fatih 3212 - Book I, 3213 - Book II, 3214 -
Book III, 3215-3216 - Books IV and V, 3217 - Book VII; TK 3339 - Book VI; Kdprulii 952 - incomplete), is 
mentioned in HSland HS3. Revision of this work by Kamal al-D7n al-FarisT: (No 674, Phi). Edition of Sabra: 
Ibn al-Haytham [14] (Books I-III), [15] (books IV-VII). Medieval Latin translation published by Risner under 
the title "Opticae Thesaurus" (Treasury of Optics): Ibn al-Haytham [1], its photo-reproduction: Ibn al-Haytham 
[9]. German translation of the chapters I-IV of book I (from Risner's translation): Wiedemann [128] (18-52). 
French translation of the chapter on sight: Trouessar [1] (223-255). English translations of fragments on sight 
and reflection by Lindberg: Grant [2] (400-405, 418-423). English translation by Sabra of Books I-III: Ibn al-
Haylham [14]. Edition of a Medieval Latin translation and English translation. A. M. Smith [5]. Research: 
Federici Vescovini [1] (113-132), Gurova [1-2], Kohl [I], Kryuchkova [I], Lindberg [I, 5], [8] (17-19), [9] 
(58-86), Lobzova [1], Nazif [1, 3, 8], Omar [1,3], Orlova [5], Rashed [3, 15], Ronchi [I], Sabra [2-3, 6, 10, 18, 
24, 28-29, 33], by Sabra: Ibn al-Haytham [16], Sarton [4], Schnaase [1], G. Simon [1], A. M. Smith [I, 3], 
Stiegler [1-2], Tanaka [1], Wiedemann [8, 128]. On the "Alhazen's Problem": Amir-Moez [2], Baker [1], Bode 
[1], Bruins [1], Eastwood [1], Hafner [1], Lohne [3], Sokolova [1]. On the role of this work in the history of 
psychology: Bauer [1], Yaroshevskiy [1], on the role of this work in the history of psychology: G. Simon [2]. 
7 books: 1) sight and eye, 2) spreading of light, 3) errors of sight, 4) reflection and mirrors, 5) imagination, 6) 
errors of sight from reflection, 7) refraction. In Book I, the "mathematical theory of vision" of Euclid and 
Ptolemy is criticized, according to which vision occurs through "optical rays" issuing from the eyes; this 
theory is replaced by "physical theory of sight", according to which the sight is realized by light rays issuing 
from sources of light, and anatomy of the eye is discussed. In Book II the psychology of vision is considered. 
In Book V the mathematical "Alhazen's Problem" is solved. 

Ph2. Book on Light (Maqala fill-daw')-Aleppo (Basil 718.), Beirut (218), Berlin (5668/1. oct. 2970/15), Istanbul 
(Atif 1714/11; SM Fatih 3439/6), London (Ind. 734/4), Teheran (2998), is mentioned in all three Hl-3. 
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Description of the London manuscript: Winter [7] (79). Editions: Ibn al-Haytham [3], [4] (No 2). Edition of the 
Berlin manuscript and its German translation: Baarmann [I], corrections to this translation: Wiedemann [6, 9]. 
English translations by Zaydi and Qurayshi: "Ibn al-Haytham" [1] (215-220, 270-279). French translation: 
Rashed [ 1 J. Urdu translation by Nadwi: Ibn al-Haytham [7] (55-74). Research: Rashed [ 1 J, Wiedemann [6, 9J. 

Ph3. Book on Light of Stars (Kitab fi daw* al-kawakib) - Aleppo (Basil 723), Berlin (5668, oct. 2970/16), 
Istanbul (Atif 1714/12, SM Fatih 3439/5), Jerusalem (Khalid. 31/2), London (Ind. 734/3), Oxford (I 877/7), St. 
Petersburg (Nat. ANS 600/8), Tehran (2998, 6431/6), is mentioned in all three Hl-3. English translation: 
Winter and Arafat [3]. German translation and research: Wiedemann [14]. Description of the London and 
Oxford manuscripts: Winter [7] (77-78). Edition: Ibn al-Haytham [4] (No I), English translation by Askari: 
"Ibn al-Haytham" [1] (221-223). Urdu translation by Nadwi: Ibn al-Haytham [7] (75-81). Research: Taha [I]. 
It was proved that the light of fixed stars and Mercury and Venus is not reflected from the Sun but emanates 
directly from these celestial bodies. 

Ph4. On the Light of the Moon (Fi'l-daw* al-qamar) - Aleppo (Basil 720), London (Ind. 734/9), St. Petersburg 
(Nat. ANS 600/3), is mentioned in all three Hl-3. Edition: Ibn al-Haytham [4] (No 8). German translation: 
Kohl [4]. English translation by Chaudri: "Ibn al-Haytham" [1] (203-214). Urdu translation by Nadwi: Ibn al-
Haytham [7] (15-54). Research: Kohl [4], Sabra [32]. 

Ph5. On Burning Sphere (Fil-kura al-mutaharriqa) - Berlin (oct. 2970/8, 3548/8), Istanbul (Atif 1714/10), Leiden 
(1064) ; is mentioned in HSland HS3. German translation according the exposition of al-Farisl: Wiedemann 
[36]. Research: Wiedemann [13, 36]. 

Ph6. Book on Burning Mirrors by [Conic] Sections (Maqala fi'I-maraya al-muhriqa bi'I-quUf) - Aligarh (Azad 
'Abd al-Hayy 678), Berlin (oct. 2979/7), Florence (Lor. 152), Hyderabad (jadid 4199, Salar hay'a 31/2), 
Leiden (14/13), London (Ind. 734/5); is mentioned in all three Hl-3. Description of the London manuscript: 
Winter [7] (83). Edition: Ibn al-Haytham [4] (No 3), Latin and German translations: Heiberg and Wiedemann 
[1]. English translations: Winter and Arafat [1], by Rana: "Ibn al-Haytham" [1] (255-259). Russian translation 
by Mohammed and Orlova: Ibn al-Haytham [11] (306-320). Urdu translation by Zaydi: Ibn al-Haytham [7] 
(331-143). Research: Rashed [52], Rosenfeld and Orlova: Ibn al-Haytham [11], Winter and Arafat [1], 

Ph7. Book on Burning Mirrors by Circles (Maqala fi'I-maraya al-muhriqa bi'1-dawa'ir) - Aligarh (Azad "Abd al-
Hayy 678), Berlin (oct. 2970/7), Hyderabad (jadid 2196, Salar hay'a 31/3), Istanbul (Atif 1714/9), London 
(Ind. 734/6); is mentioned in all three HI-3. Description of the London manuscript: Winter [7] (82). Edition: 
Ibn al-Haytham [4] (IV). English translation by Winter and Arafat: Ibn al-Haytham [4a]. Russian translation 
by Mohammed and Orlova; Ibn al-Haytham [13] (320-335). Research: by Rosenfeld and Orlova; Ibn al-
Haytham [II], Wiedemann [111], by Winter and Arafat; Ibn al-Haytham [4a]. 

Ph8. Treatise on Forms of Eclipses (Maqala 17 suwar al-kusuf) - Istanbul (SM Fatih 3439/3), London (Ind. 461/2, 
734/13, 767/2, 1270), Oxford (I S77/2), St. Petersburg (B 1030/2; Nat. ANS 600/4); is mentioned in HS1 and 
HS3. Description of the London and Oxford manuscripts: Winter [7] (80-81). German translation: Wiedemann 
[57]. Research: Wiedemann [55, 121], Wiirschmidl [3-4]. Treatise on the theory of camera obscura, the firsl 
right explanation of its effect in the history of physics. 

Ph9. On Halo and Rainbow (Fi'1-hala wa qaws quzah) - Aleppo (Basil 719). Berlin (oct. 2970/10), Istanbul (Atif 
1714/14). Jaipur (17/2), Najaf (Ayalallah 213); is mentioned in all three HI-3. Research: Rnshed |2| : 
Wiedemann [54], Wiirschmidl [2J. 

PhlO. Book on Properties of Shadows (Kitab Fi kayfiyyat al-azliil) - Berlin (5668, 6019), Isfahan (Univ. 17435), 
Istanbul (AM 3025, Atif 1714/5, SM Fatih 3439AI), St. Petersburg (Nat. ANS 600/9), Tehran (2996); is 
mentioned in all three HI-3. Research: Wiedemann [30]. 

Phi 1. Book on Optics by the Method of Ptolemy (maqala fi'l-manazir "ala tarTqat Batlamyus) - is mentioned in 
all three Hl-3. In this book Ibn al-Haytham, unlike in Phi, believed that sight is realized by "optical rays" 
issuing from the eyes. 

Mul. Book on Commentary on "Harmonics" in the Form of Scholias (Maqala fi sharh Armumqn "ala tariq aJ~ 
ta'lTq)- is mentioned in both HSI-3, apparently, it is a commentary on Ptolemy's "Harmonics". 

329. "ALA AL-KIRMANI 

Abu'l-Qasim 'Ala [af-Dm] al-Kirmam (lO-ll"1 c.) from Kerman, physician and astrologer. 
See: GAS (VII 193-194), MAA (95), MAMS (II 255), PL (II 66), UA (II 8); Pingrec [47] (EIr). 
Al. Treatise on the Description of a New Globe (Risala dar sifat-i kura-yi jadid) P -Leiden (1589), Paris (793). 

Description of the Paris manuscript: Blochct [2] (1 70). 
A2. On ElemenLs of Predictions [of Stars] (FT usul al-ahkam) - Oxford (I 944/5). 
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330. AL-KHAQANI AL-MUNAJJIM 

Al-KliaqanT al-Munajjim (d. ca 1040), astronomer and astrologer, author of tables. 
See: MAA (95), MAMS fII 255). TH (181). 

331. MUHAMMAD AL-QUMMI 

Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-Qumiru (10-11'1' c.) from Qumm. mathematician. 
See: GAL2 (I 389), GAS (V 336, 403, VII 410), MAA (95), MAMS (II 255), SSM (45). 
Ml. Treatise on the Possibility of the Existence of two lines which always aproach but do not meet (Risala IT 

imkan wujud al-khaitayn alladhayn yaqtariban abadan wa fa yaltaqiyan) = Treatise on the Explanation of Two 
Lines (Risala IT ibanat al-khattayn) - Cairo (falak 452S/2, riyada 898/7) - under the first title, Dublin (Bcalty 
5255/3) - under the second title, Leiden (14/7), Mashhad (5521) - under the first title, New York (Column. 
30/12, 45) - under the first title. Treatise on asymptotes. 

M2. [Objection to al-Karajij - Mashhad (5593/4). 

332. MUHAMMAD IBN AL-SHIQAQ 

Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn Marwan ibn 'Tsa al-UmawT (d. 1041), was known by the name "Ibn al-Shiqaq", 
worked in Cordoba; knew linguistics and arithmetic well. 

See: MAA (95), MAMS (II 256); Ibn al-Faradl [I] (II 102). 

333. MUHAMMAD IBN MAZIN 

Abu "Abdallah Muhammad ibn 'Abdaflah ibn MazTn (959-1042), lived in Cordoba and Seville; arithmetician and 
scholar of Qur'anic studies. 

See: MAA (95), MAMS (II 256); Ibn al-Faradi [1] (H 104). 

334. *ALI IBN KHALAF 

Abu'I-Hasan "AIT ibn Khalaf ibn Ghalib al-Ansari (11"1 c), a Sufi from Cordoba. Constructor of astronomical 
instruments; he was an arithmetician, also knowledgeable in inheritance. 

See: MAA (96, 214), MAMS (II 256, III 366); Calvo [4], Ibn al-Abbar [1] (11672), Vera [1] (in 195-196) 
AI. [Treatise on the use of Astronomical Instruments]. Spanish translation: Madrid (L 97). 
Edition: Alfonso X [1] (III 1-132). Treatise contains an exposition of the construction and use of universal 

tympanum (lamina universal) invented by Ibn Khalaf. Apparently a kind of astrolabe "zarqala"; see (No 269, 

A3) al-KhujandT and (No 402, Al) al ZarqalT. 

335. YUSUF AL-JUHANI 

Yusuf ibn vUmar al-Juham (d. 1044), from Toledo; was known by the name "Ibn AbT Thalia"; he was 
knowledgeable in literature, inheritance and astronomy. 

See: MAA (96, 214), MAMS (II 256); Ibn Bashkuwal [I] (II615). 
336. ABU BAKR 

Abu Bakr (first half of 11"' c) , mathematician. 
See: GAS (V 396), MAMS (II 256-257). 
Ml. Various Geometric Problems (Masa'il mutafarriqa handasiyya) - Berlin (IGMN I. 24). Research: Schoy 129]. 

12 problems, some of which are borrowed from Ibn Qurra (No 103), al-Khujandi (No 269), al-KuhT (No 277), 

Ibn al-Haytham (No 32S), and from the non-extant Euclid's book "On Division". 

337. ABU BAKR IBN "ABIS 

Abu Bakr ibn "Abis (10-1 Vuc), mathematician. 
See: GAS (V 392), MAMS (II 257). 
MI. Book on the Determination of Distances (Kitab fi akhdh al-ab'ad) - Istanbul (SM AS 4830/14). 
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Ibn al-Banna (No 696) 
1. Le Talkhys d'lbn Albanna. Publ. et trad, par A.Marre. - Atti dell'Accad. Pontif. dc' Nuovi Lincei. 17, 1S64, 

289-319. 
2. Caiendrier d'lbn al-Banna' de Marrakcch (1256-1321). Trad, par H.P.J.Renaud. P., 1948. 
3. AI-TaliiTs a'mal al-hisab. Ed. et trad, par Mohammed Souissi. Tunis, 1969. 

Ibn Bashkmval (No 492) 
1. Aben-Pascualis Assila (Dictionarium biographicum). Ed. F.Codera. 1-2. - Bibliotheca Arabico-Hispana. 1-2. 

Matrili, 1883. 

Ibn al-Faradi (No 286) 
I. Aben Alfaradhi. Historia virorum doctorum Andalusiac (dictionarium biographicum). Ed. F.Codera. 1-2. -

Bibliotheca Arabico-Hispana. 7-8. Matriti, 1891-1892. 

Ibn Farhun 
1. Dibaj al-mudhahhab fl maVifa a'yan 'ulama al-madhhab. al-Qahira, 1351 h. [1932]; 1356 h. [1937]. 

Ibn Hawqal (No 214) 
1. Opus geographicum auctore Ibn Haukal fSurat al-ard]. Ed. J.H.Kramers. 1-2, Lugduni Batavorum, 1938-

1939; re-ed. by Fuat Sczgin. F.M., 1992. 
2. Configuration dc la Tcrrc. Trad, par J.H.Kramers et G.Wiet. 1-2, Beyrouth, 1964-1965. 

Ibn al-Haytham (No 327) 
1. Alhazeni Arabis Opticae Thesaurus. Ed. a F.Risnero. Basileae, 1572; re-cd. with introduction by D.Lindberg. 

N.Y., 1972. 
2. Traclaius Hazeni Heitemidae Arabis de accurate invcniendi elcvatione poll. Ex Arabico in Latino conversus a 

J.Golio. Lugduno-Batavorum. 1643. 
3. Maqala fi'l-daw. al-Qahira, 1336 h. [1918]. 
4. Rasail. Haydarabad, 1357 h. [ 1938]. 
4a. A Discourse on the Concave Spherical Mirror. Transl. by M.J.J.Winter and W.Arafat.- JRASB, 16, 1950, 1-

22. 
5. Traktat ob izoperimetricheskikh (Igurakh. Per. i prim. J.al-Dabbakha. - IM1. 17, 1966, 399-448. 
ft. Ob izmerenii shara. Per. i prim. J.al-Dabbakha. - FMNSV. 2, 1969, 135-146. 
7. Maqalat-i Ibn Haytham. Karachi, 1969. 
8. Maqala fi'1-shukuk "ala BitMmyus. Nasharu "A.I.Sabra wa I.al-Shahabi. al-Qahira, 1971. 
9. Das achte Buch zu den Conica des Apolionios von Perge rekonstruiert von Ibn al-Haysam. Herausg. und 

eingelcitel von N.Terzioglu. Istanbul, 1974. 
10. Ibn al-Haytham's Commentary on ihc Premises of Euclid's Elements (Sharh musadaral kitab Uqlidis H al~ 

usul). Book I-VI. i. English text. 2. Arabic text. Ed. by Barbara Huper Sude. Dissertation. Princeton, 1975. 
11. Traktaty o zazhigatchivkli zcrkalakh. Per. I.O.Mahammeda i N.V.Orlovov, prim. N.V.Oriovoy j 

B.A.Rozenl'el'da. - IAI, 15, "l980, 305-338. 
12. Kitab ai-manazir. Books 1-1II (On direct vision). Ed. by A.I.Sabra, Kuwait, 1983. 
13. Kilnh II hall shukuk kitab Uqlidis fi'l-usul wa sharh nufaniha. On the Resolutions ol' Doubts in Euclid's 

Elements and huerpretaiions of Its Special Meaning. With Introduction in English and Arabic by Matthias 
Schramm. F.M.. 1985. 

14. Optics. Books Mil On Direct Vision. Transl. with Introd. and Comm, by A.I.Sabra, 1-2, L., 1989. 

"Ibn al-Haytham" (memorial collection) 
I. Ibn nl-Huitham. Prnc. of the Celebrations of 1000-th Anniversary Held under the Auspices of Hamdard 

National Foundation. - Voice of Eastern Medicine, 13, 1970. 

Ibn Hayyan (No 9) 
1. Geberi Liber ntisericordiae. Eine lateinische Ubersetzung des grosseren Kitab al-rahma. - Archjv fur 

Geschichle der Mcdizin. 17, 1925. LSI-197. 
2. Musannafal II 'ilm al-kimiya. Paris. 1928. The Arabic Works oCJabir ibn Hayyan. P,, 1928, 
3. Mukhtar rasail Jabiribn Hayyan. Textes choisis. Ed. par Paul Kraus. P. - Le Caire, 1354 h. [1935]. 
3a. Oeuvre chymique de Geber. La so mute dc la perf'cctiob ou 1'abregedu magistere. 1-2. P., 1976. 
I, Dix iraitcs d'alchimic. Les dtx premiers trake's du livre de Soixante-dix. Ed. avec la trad, francaise et comm. 

par Pierre Lory, P., 1983. 
5. Kitab al-Sab'in. The book ol'Seveniy. With Introduction in Arabic and English by Fuat Sezgin. F.M.. 1986. 
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